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Abstract

In this survey we review recent work on the optimality of Merkle’s puzzles in the random
oracle model. Specifically, we cover Barak and Mahmoody’s (CRYPTO, 2009) proof that there
is no `-query protocol secure against ω(`2) adversaries, as well as the recent proof of Haitner et
al. (2018) showing the optimality of the communication complexity of Merkle’s puzzles in two
specific cases.

1 Introduction

In 1974, Merkle [7] presented a key exchange protocol in the random oracle model by which two
parties, A and B can negotiate a shared secret key over an insecure channel. In particular, if each
of A and B make at most ` queries to some random oracle H, then any attacker that makes o(`2)
queries to H cannot recover the key with constant probability. The main drawback of Merkle’s
protocol is that it only provides polynomial (i.e. quadratic) security, and in the following years, many
authors [3, 9, 8] have introduced algebraic assumptions under which one can obtain authenticated
key exchange with exponential secure. However, these assumptions remain unproven, and to date,
it is still unknown, for instance, whether one can achieve public-key encryption using only the
assumption of pseudo-random generators. Moreover, it is known [10] that quantum computers can
efficiently break discrete logarithm-based [3] and factoring-based [9] crypto systems, as well as their
elliptic-curve analogues, meaning that if quantum computers become sufficiently powerful, much
will rely upon the (as yet unproven) assumptions underlying lattice-based systems.

Even though security against a quadratic adversary may seem somewhat weak, as the com-
putational power of computers increases, such a polynomial gap only becomes more useful [2].
Moreover, as noted in [5], results proving that any protocol using a random function or random
permutation (which is a one-way permutation) as a black-box achieve at most polynomial security
imply that any proof that a protocol has super-polynomial security must be based on the hardness
of a particular problem in NP . In particular, if P = NP , the adversary E in such negative results
is generally polynomial-time (as is the case in the proofs presented in [5, 2]). Thus, the proof
of super-polynomial security of a protocol using a random function or permutation oracle would
amount to a proof that P 6= NP .

For these reasons, it is valuable to consider what level of security one can guarantee in the
absence of such algebraic assumptions, and assuming only access to a random oracle that is shared
between A,B. Impagliazzo and Rudich [5] showed that if A,B each make at most ` queries to
a random oracle H (modeled as a random function), then an eavesdropper E can always break
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the protocol with O(`6 log `) queries to H; they also showed that if H is a random permutation,
then there is a successful E that makes O(`12 log2 `) queries. It remained an open question whether
Merkle’s puzzles were tight until Barak and Mahmoody [2] resolved this question in the affirmative,
showing the existence of an E with O(`2) queries in the case that H is a random function. By the
same reduction as in [5], their result implies an E for a random permutation H that makes O(`4)
queries.

An alternative question raised recently by Haitner et al. [4] is on the communication complexity
of secure key-exchange protocols in the random oracle model. Merkle’s puzzles uses O(`) communi-
cation to agree on a constant-length key, and it is natural to conjecture that this is in fact optimal
for protocols that are secure against o(`2) adversaries. Haitner et al. [4] show that this is indeed
the case for protocols which satisfy either of the below properties:

• Uniform-queries: Both parties A,B choose their queries uniformly and independently from
a fixed set S before the protocol begins.

• 2-round, non-adaptive: Both parties A,B choose their queries independently (but not
necessarily uniformly) from a fixed set S before the protocol begins, and the protocol has at
most 2 rounds of communication.

In Section 2, we introduce Merkle’s puzzles and give an overview of Barak and Mahmoody’s
[2] proof that they achieve optimal security in the random oracle model. In Section 3 we give an
overview of the proof of optimality [4] of Merkle’s puzzles with respect to communication complexity
for the two cases above. Finally, in Section 4, we discuss further observations and directions for
future work on this topic.

2 Merkle’s puzzles

In this section we give an overview of some relevant prior work on key exchange protocols in the
random oracle model.

2.1 Communication model, protocols

We consider the setting outlined in [2, 4]. In particular, we suppose that a protocol between Alice
and Bob is given by a pair of interactive probabilistic polynomial time Turing machines Π = (A,B).
We suppose that A,B are given access to a random oracle H : {0, 1}` → {0, 1}`, for some ` ∈ N.
The protocol begins with A and B tossing coins rA and rB, respectively. The protocol then consists
of a finite number of rounds, beginning with round 1: in round j, if j is odd, then Alice makes
some number of queries to H and then sends a message mj to Bob, and if j is even, then Bob
makes some number of queries to H and then sends a message mj to Alice. The view of party A
consists of the tuple vA = (iA, rA,m), where iA is party A’s input and m is the concatenation of
all messages of the protocol. Similarly, the view of party B consists of vB = (iB, rB,m), where iB
is B’s input. At the end of the protocol A obtains an output outA and B obtains an output outB.
Note that outA, outB, as well as the transcript trans are deterministic functions of the joint view
v := (iA, iB, rA, rB). We write these functions as outA(v), outB(v), trans(v), respectively.

A protocol Π is said to be `-oracle-aided if there is an oracle (function) H : S → T , for some
sets S, T , such that parties A,B have oracle access to H and each makes at most ` queries to f .
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We will often consider oracle-aided protocols with respect to a family H of functions H : S → T ,
where H ←R H uniformly at random.

We will mostly consider protocols without inputs; in this case, the views are given by vA =
(rA,m), vB = (rB,m), and v = (rA, rB,m). A protocol Π is said to use public randomness if
parties A,B have access to a common infinite string rP of random bits. This definition is useful
when we discuss the communication complexity of set disjointness in Section 3.

2.2 Security of oracle-aided protocols

Next we define the security of an oracle-aided protocol, which generalizes the definition given in
[4]:

Definition 2.1. Suppose Π = (A,B) outputs a keys in {0, 1}n. Suppose ` ∈ N, and that α =
α(n), β = β(n) ∈ [0, 1]. Then Π is a (q, α, γ)-secure key agreement protocol relative to a family of
oracles H, if we have:

• (1− α)-accuracy, i.e. for every H ∈ F ,

Pv←RΠH [outA(v) = outB(v)] ≥ 1− α.

• γ-secrecy, i.e. for any algorithm E that receives as input the transcript of communication
and that makes at most q queries to the oracle H,

PH←RH,v←RΠH

[
EH(trans(v)) = outA(v) ∧ outA(v) 6=⊥A

]
≤ γ.

Here ⊥A,⊥B are distinct symbols denoting failure of the protocol for A,B, respectively.

Note that the adversary E in the above definition need not be computationally efficient.

2.3 Description of Merkle’s puzzles

Consider the following oracle-aided protocol, originally introduced by Merkle [7]: ` is a security
parameter, and H : {0, 1}m → {0, 1}m is the random oracle, where m � log `. We may consider
[`2] ⊂ {0, 1}m via any fixed embedding, e.g. the base-2 representation of integers. Let c > 1 be a
large constant.

1. A chooses x1, . . . , xc` ∈ [`2] uniformly at random, and sets ai := H(xi), 1 ≤ i ≤ c`, i.e. it
makes c` queries to H. A then sends B all of the answers (a1, . . . , ac`).

2. B chooses y1, . . . , yc` ∈ [`2] uniformly at random and then sets bi := H(yi), 1 ≤ i ≤ c`, i.e. it
makes c` queries to H. B then sends A all of the answers (b1, . . . , bc`).

3. A then picks a pair (j, j′), lexicographically, as small as possible such that aj = bj′ ; if such a
(j, j′) does not exist, then A halts the protocol with output ⊥A. If such a (j, j′) does exist,
then A sets outA = xj .

4. B similarly picks (j, j′) lexicographically as small as possible such that aj = bj′ (halting with
⊥B if (j, j′) does not exist), and then sets outB = yj′ .
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Note that as long as 2m > c′`4 for a large constant c′, then H(1), . . . ,H(`2) are distinct with
probability 1 − 1

c′ ,
1 so with all but probability 1/c′, aj = bj implies that xj = yj . Moreover, the

probability that the (j, j′) such that aj = bj′ exists, as above is at least 1− 16
c2

for c ≤ `2, meaning
that the probability of success (namely that outA = outB) is at least 1− 16

c2
− 1

c′ , which can be made
close to 1 by taking c, c′ sufficiently large.

Conditioned on success of the above protocol and the transcript, the secret key outA = outB
is a uniform string in [`2], so for sufficiently large c, c′, for 0 < δ < 1/2, the above protocol is a
(δ`2, 0.01,Θ(δ))-secure key agreement protocol. In particular, if the adversary E is limited to o(`2)
queries, then it cannot succeed in determining the shared key with any constant probability.

2.4 Optimality of Merkle’s puzzles

Merkle [7] left open the question of whether there is a protocol Π = (A,B), where A,B are `-oracle
aided, but such that the protocol is secure against ω(`2)-aided adversaries, i.e. whether an adversary
that is allowed to make ω(`2) queries can guess outA with constant probability. This question was
open for 35 years until Barak et al. [2] resolved it, showing that Merkle’s puzzles are essentially
optimal:

Theorem 2.2 (Barak et al. [2]). Suppose that Π = (A,B) is a protocol where A,B each make at
most ` queries to the random oracle H (which is a random function), and such that PrA,rB,H [outA =
outB] ≥ ρ. Then for every 0 < δ < 1, there is an E making (16`

δ )2 queries to H such that
PH,v←RΠH

[
EH(trans(v)) = outA(v) ∧ outA(v) 6=⊥A

]
≥ ρ− δ.

We now give an overview of the proof of Theorem 2.2, focusing on the parts that are relevant
to the lower bounds presented in Section 3. The proof presented here assumes that the protocol
Π is in normal form, meaning that there are a total of 2` rounds, in which Alice and Bob
alternatively make their queries to the oracle and then send a message to the other recipient; we
refer the reader to [2] for the reduction from the general case to the normal form case. Note,
however, that any normal form protocol necessarily involves Ω(`) communication since there are 2`
rounds, during each of which at least 1 bit must be sent. (In fact, the reduction in [2] makes use
of an intermediate reduction to “seminormal protocols”, which may incur up to Θ(`2) additional
communication.) Therefore, one cannot directly make use of the same reduction when proving
communication complexity lower bounds.

1To see this, let, for 1 ≤ i, j ≤ `2, Wij denote the indicator of the event that H(i) = H(j). Then E[Wij ] = 1/2m ≤
1/(c′`4), meaning that if W =

∑
i 6=j Wij , then E[W ] ≤ 1/c′. Since W is integer-valued, P[W > 0] = P[W ≥ 1] ≤ 1/c′,

by Markov’s inequality.
2To see this, let Zjj′ denote the indicator that xj = yj′ , and Z =

∑
j,j′ Zjj′ . Then Z denotes the number of pairs

(j, j′) such that xj = yj′ , which is certainly a lower bound on the number of pairs (j, j′) such that aj = bj′ . Then
E[Z] ≥ c2`2 · 1

`2
= c2, and

Var[Z] = E

∑
j,j′

Zjj′

2− c2 ≤ c4`4 · 1

`4
+ 2c3`3 · 1

`4
+ c2 − c4 ≤ 3c2,

where the first term accounts for those pairs of tuples (j, j′), (j′′, j′′′) such that j, j′ are both distinct from each of
(j′′, j′′′), the second term accounts for those pairs of tuples (j, j′), (j, j′′) or (j′, j), (j′′, j) where j′ 6= j′′, and the last
term accounts for those pairs of tuples (j, j′), (j, j′). The last inequality holds for ` ≥ c. We then use Chebyshev’s
inequality to get that P[Z ≥ 1] ≥ P[Z ≥ c2/2] ≥ 1− 16/c2.
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Proof. Suppose that H : {0, 1}n → {0, 1}n. Let EXEC denote the distribution over full executions
of the protocol, over the randomness in rA, rB, H. We will consider partial executions of the
protocol, namely the execution up to round (and query) i, for 1 ≤ i ≤ 2`. Let the random variable
X≤i ⊂ {0, 1}n denote the queries by A in the execution up to round i, Y≤i ⊂ {0, 1}n denote the
queries by B in the execution up to round i, and Z≤i ⊂ {0, 1}n denote the queries of E up to round
i (we may consider E as making queries to H as it observes more of the transcript each round).
Let Mi denote the message transferred at round i, and M≤i denote the transcript up to round i.

Following [2], for 1 ≤ i ≤ `, consider some fixed M≤i,Z≤i, H(Z≤i); we drop the subscripts for
convenience. Then let EXEC(M,Z, H(Z)) denote the distribution of (partial, up to the ith step)
views

(A,B) := ((rA, (X , H(X )),M), (rB, (Y, H(Y)),M)) (1)

conditioned on the partial transcript M and E’s queries Z, H(Z). Let GOOD(M,Z, H(Z)) be
the event over pairs (A,B) in the support of EXEC(M,Z, H(Z)) that X ∩ Y ⊂ Z. Finally let
GEXEC(M,Z, H(Z)) be the distribution of EXEC(M,Z, H(Z)) conditioned onGOOD(M,Z, H(Z)).

The attacker E now works as follows:

1. E is given a parameter ε < 1/10, which is specified below.

2. At each round i, E does the following:

(a) While there is x ∈ {0, 1}n such that PGEXEC(M,Z,H(Z))[x ∈ X ∩ Y] ≥ ε/`, E sets
Z ← Z ∪ {x}, and queries H(x).

(b) If |Z| ≥ `2/ε2, then abort (this will turn out to be a low probability event).

3. At the end (i.e. after rund 2`), E samples (Â≤2`, B̂≤2`) ←R GEXEC(M≤2`,Z≤2`, H(Z≤2`)),
and outputs outA(Â2`), as is determined (deterministically) from A’s sampled view Â2`.

For odd i ∈ [2`], let FAILi denote the event that (Z≤i−1 ⊂ X≤i−1∩Y≤i−1)∧(Xi ∈ Y≤i−1)∧(Xi 6∈
Z≤i), namely that the query made by A in the ith round was previously made by B and has not
been made by Z. Let FAILi denote the analogous event for even i. Let FAIL =

∨
i FAILi, which

certainly contains the event that Z≤2` 6⊂ X≤2` ∩ Y≤2`.
The following lemma is key in the proof:

Lemma 2.3. PEXEC [FAIL] ≤ 3ε.

Proof. By the union bound, it suffices to show that for each i, PEXEC [FAILi|X≤i−1 ∩ Y≤i−1 ⊆
X≤i−1] ≤ 3ε

2` . For simplicity we will write X≤i−1 = X<i, and similarly for Y<i,Z<i. Note that for
each (A<i,B<i) ∈ Supp(GEXEC(M<i,Z<i, H(Z<i))), then GOOD(M<i,Z<i, H(Z<i)) holds, so

PGEXEC(M<i,Z<i,H(Z<i))[(A<i,B<i)] =
PEXEC(M<i,Z<i,H(Z<i))[(A<i,B<i)]

PEXEC(M<i,Z<i,H(Z<i))[GOOD(M<i,Z<i)]

=
PEXEC [(A<i,B<i,M<i,Z<i, H(Z<i))]

PEXEC [(M<i,Z<i, H(Z<i))] · PEXEC(M<i,Z<i,H(Z<i))[GOOD(M<i,Z<i)]

=
2−|rA| · 2−|rB| · 2−`·|X<i∪Y<i∪Z<i|

c(M<i,Z<i, H(Z<i))

=
α(A<i) · β(A<i) · 2−`|Z<i|

c(M<i,Z<i, H(Z<i))
,
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where c is some function, and α(A<i) = 2−|rA| · 2−`·|X<i\Z<i|, β(B<i) = 2−|rB| · 2−`·|Y<i\Z<i| de-
pend only on A<i,B<i (for fixed M<i,Z<i, H(Z<i)), and the last equality holds since the event
GOOD(M<i,Z<i, H(Z<i)) holds. In particular, there is are distributions DA,<i,DB,<i overA<i,B<i
(namely, they are proportional to α(·), β(·)) such that GEXEC(M<i,Z<i, H(Z<i)) = DA,<i ⊗
DB,<i|GOOD(M<i,Z<i, H(Z<i)).

Next, for fixed M<i,Z<i, H(Z<i), we may define the following bipartite graph G = (VA, VB, E).
For each view A<i there are a collection of nodes u ∈ VA, for which we will write Au = A<i, and
the number of these corresponds to the distribution DA,<i from above. Therefore, the uniform
distribution u ←R VA corresponds to drawing A<i ←R DA,<i. Similarly, the nodes v ∈ VB are
defined with respect to DB,<i. For u ∈ VA, define Qu = X (Au)\Z<i, where X (Au) is the set X<i
corresponding to Au (see (1)). Similarly, for v ∈ VB, define Qv = Y(Bv)\Z<i. We define E by:
(u, v) ∈ E iff Qu∩Qv = ∅, i.e. if the corresponding views of A,B do not have any intersection queries
not in Z<i. Then by definition of DA,<i,DB,<i, the distribution of GEXEC(M<i,Z<i, H(Z<i)) is
equal to the distribution obtained by choosing (Au,Bv) for v ←R E.

We next make the following claim.

Claim 2.4. For every u ∈ VA, dG(u) ≥ |VB|(1− 2ε), and for every v ∈ VB, dG(v) ≥ |VA|(1− 2ε).

To prove the above claim, note that if for some u ∈ VA,
∑

v∈VB,(u,v)6∈E dG(v) > ε|E|, then
P(w,v)←RE [Qv ∩ Qu 6= ∅] > ε, so since |Qu| ≤ |X (Au)| ≤ `, there is some x ∈ Qu that has
conditional probability at least ε/` of being in X<i ∩ Y<i, which is impossible, since then x ∈ Z<i
by the definition of E. Similarly, for each v ∈ VB,

∑
u∈VA,(u,v)6∈E dG(u) > ε|E|. The claim now

follows by a simple counting argument (we refer to reader to [2] for details).
We now complete the proof of Lemma 2.3 by showing that PEXEC [FAILi|X≤i−1 ∩ Y≤i−1 ⊆

X≤i−1] ≤ 3ε
2` . We assume that i is odd for simplicity. In fact, we prove even more, namely that for

each v ∈ VA, if we let A<i = Av, then

PEXEC [(Xi ∈ Y≤i−1) ∧ (Xi 6∈ Z≤i)|X≤i−1 ∩ Y≤i−1 ⊆ X≤i−1,A<i] ≤
3ε

2`
.

Choosing a random edge of G conditioned on one of its vertices being u is the same as choosing a
random neighbor of u, so we may note that, if S = {v ∈ VB : Xi ∈ Y(Bv)},

Pv←RNG(u)[Xi ∈ Y(Bv)] ≤
|S|
dG(u)

≤ |S|
(1− 2ε)|VA|

≤ |S||VB|
(1− 2ε)|E|

≤
∑

v∈S dG(v)

(1− 2ε)2|E|
≤ ε

(1− 2ε)2`
≤ 3ε

2`
,

where we have used Claim 2.4 in the second and fourth inequalities, and the fact that if 1
|E|
∑

v∈S dG(v) >

ε/`, then E would have queried Xi, which also belongs to Y(Bv) for each v ∈ S, in the fifth inequal-
ity.

To complete the proof of Theorem 2.2, the following lemma is also needed:

Lemma 2.5. The probability, over EXEC, that |Z≤i| ≥ `2/ε2 at any step i (and therefore E has
to abort), is at most 10ε.

We do not prove the above lemma here.3

3Note that for the 2-round protocols considered in the following section, an analogous lemma is needed, though
its proof is much simpler since it can simply be shown that at each round no more than O(`2) queries are made. The
same is not true of this proof, as there can be Ω(`) rounds.
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Finally, consider the output outE = outA(Â≤2`), as was defined in the definition of the adversary
E. For convenience we will denote views of E by E = (M,Z, H(Z)). Write GOOD(A≤2`,B≤2`, E≤2`)
to be the event that X (A≤2`) ∩ Y(B≤2`) ⊆ Z(E≤2`).

By Lemma 2.3 and Lemma 2.5, PEXEC [GOOD(A≤2`,B≤2`, E≤2`)] ≥ 1 − 13ε. Next, note that
Â≤2` is independent of the pair (B≤2`, E≤2`), and each of the ` elements of Y(B≤2`) has at most ε/`
chance of being in Â≤2`, so P[GOOD(Â≤2`,B≤2`, E≤2`)] ≥ 1 − ε. Thus, the proof of the theorem
follows from the following inequalities:

PGEXEC(E≤2`)[outA(A≤2`) = outB(B≤2`)|GOOD(A≤2`,B≤2`, E≤2`)]

−PGEXEC(E≤2`)[outA(Â≤2`) = outB(B≤2`)|GOOD(Â≤2`,B≤2`, E≤2`)]

≤ ∆((A≤2`,B≤2`, E≤2`)|GOOD(A≤2`,B≤2`, E≤2`), (Â≤2`,B≤2`, E≤2`)|GOOD(Â≤2`,B≤2`, E≤2`))

= EB≤2`,E≤2`
[∆(A≤2`|B≤2`, E≤2`, GOOD(A≤2`,B≤2`, E≤2`), Â≤2`|B≤2`, E≤2`, GOOD(Â≤2`,B≤2`, E≤2`))]

≤ 2ε,

where in the last two lines we are abusing notation slightly, and actually mean the statisti-
cal distance between the distributions, conditioned on the GOOD(·) events and on E≤2`. The
second-to-last inequality is a general fact, so the only non-obvious step is the last inequality.
To show this, we consider the graph G = (VA, VB, E), for step i = 2`, as defined above. Then
the distribution of A≤2`|B≤2`, E≤2`, GOOD(A≤2`,B≤2`, E≤2`) is given by choosing v ∈ VB with
Bv = B≤2` and then choosing u←R NG(v) and outputting Au. On the other hand, the distribution
Â≤2`|B≤2`, E≤2`, GOOD(Â≤2`,B≤2`, E≤2`) is given by choosing v ∈ VB with Bv = B≤2`, and then
choosing u ∈ NG(v) with probability in proportion to dV (u) (note that we choose u ∈ NG(v), not
u ∈ VA, since we condition on GOOD(Â≤2`,B≤2`, E≤2`)). But by Claim 2.4, each u ∈ VA satisfies
(1− 2ε)|VB| ≤ dG(u) ≤ |VB|, from which it follows that the statistical distance (i.e. sum of absolute
value of difference of probabilities for each u ∈ NG(v)) is at most 2ε.

3 Communication complexity of key agreement protocols

Haitner er al. [4] prove lower bounds on the communication complexity of oracle-aided key agree-
ment protocols, and as such, it suffices to prove these bounds for the simplest case where the key
length of the agreed-upon key is 1, i.e. n = 1 in Definition 2.1.

An oracle-aided protocol is non-adaptive if the queries that A,B make to H depend only on
their respective random coins rA, rB (i.e. they fix these queries before the start of the protocol).
A protocol is uniform query if there are sets SA, SB, such that A’s queries are chosen uniformly
from SA, and B’s queries are chosen uniformly from SB. Note that uniform query protocols are a
special case of non-adaptive protocols.

3.1 Uniform query protocols

The main result of [4] for uniform query protocols is the following. For any finite set S, let
HS := {H : S → {0, 1}∗}. Note that for any fixed protocol Π = (A,B) with bounded time, both
A,B will only use a bounded number of bits from H(x), for H ∈ H, x ∈ S, meaning that we may
always assume without loss of generality that HS = {H : S → {0, 1}m}, for sufficiently large m
(given Π), so it makes sense to draw a uniformly random elements H ←R HS .

The following theorem is well-known [1]:
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Theorem 3.1 (Set disjointness is hard, Bar-Yossef et al., 2004 [1]). There is a distribution Ddisj
over pairs of sets (X ,Y), with X ,Y ⊂ [`], such that any protocol Π = (A,B) with public randomness
rP and that satisfies

P(X ,Y)←RDdisj ,rP←R{0,1}∗ [out(A(X , rP),B(Y, rP)) = I[X ∩ Y 6= ∅]] ≥ 1− ε,

also has CC(Π) ≥ Ω(`).

The most-commonly used distribution Ddisj for set-disjointness is the following [6]: suppose that
we can write ` = 4k−1 for an integer k. Then choose a random partition T = (T1, T2, {x}) of [`] into
3 disjoint sets such that |T1| = |T2| = 2k−1. Choose at random sets X ⊂ T1∪{x},Y ⊂ T2∪{x} such
that |X | = |Y| = k. Then output (X ,Y). Note that for each (X ,Y) ∈ Supp(Ddisj), |X ∩Y| ∈ {0, 1}.
Note, however, that the specific structure of distribution Ddisj for which set-disjointness is hard
will not be used in the proof below.

Theorem 3.2 (Haitner et al. [4]). If Π = (A,B) is a uniform query protocol relative to HS
where A,B make at most ` queries each, then if Π is (q, α, γ)-secure, we have that CC(Π) ≥
Ω
(

(1−α−γ)4q2

`3

)
.

In particular, if Π is secure against an oracle making c`2 queries, for some c, and the probability
of success for any given oracle H is greater than the probability of any adversary E discovering
outA by a constant, the communication complexity of Π must be Ω(`).

We next give the proof of Theorem 3.2, leaving out some minor details for the sake of space.

Proof. The crux of the proof is to introduce the following two protocols which use public and
private randomness, respectively, to emulate the execution of Π, with the additional constraint
that A and B are given as input `-element sets X ⊆ S, Y ⊆ S describing which queries they make
in the execution of the protocol.

• Protocol Λpub = (Apub,Bpub) is defined as follows: Apub and Bpub use their public randomness
rP to generate a (common) description of a function H : S → {0, 1}∗. Then Apub,Bpub emulate
the execution of Π, taking roles A,B respectively, and making queries from X ,Y, respectively,
using the public randomness H to emulate the oracle’s responses, H(X ), H(Y).

• Protocol Λpri = (Apri,Bpri) is defined as follows: Apri and Bpri use their private random-
ness rA, rB to generate independent descriptions of functions HA, HB : S → {0, 1}∗. Then
Apri,Bpri emulate the execution of Π, taking roles A,B respectively, and making queries from
S,Y respectively, using the private randomness HA, HB to emulate the oracles’ responses,
HA(X ), HB(Y).

Let DU be the distribution of pairs (X ,Y), where X ,Y are independent and uniform `-element
subset of S; note that DU is the distribution of query sets made by parties A,B in execution of
Π. Let Λpri(DU ),Λpub(DU ) denote the distribution of the joint view v where (X ,Y)←R DU . Note
that since Λpri is a no-oracle protocol, the views vA, vB (and therefore the outputs outA, outB)
are conditionally independent given the transcript m = trans(v) (where v denotes the joint view),
since they are deterministic functions of the messages m and the random bits (rA,X ), (rB,Y),
respectively (which are independent). Therefore, given the transcript an adversary E can sample a
pair (rB,Y) consistent with the transcript, and E can then compute E(trans(v)) := outB(rB,Y,m)
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as a deterministic function of the sampled rB,Y as well as m. Moreover, this output will be equal
to the output of Apri, outApri

(v) with the same probability that outBpri
(v) = outApri

(v), where
v ←R Λpri(DU ). It is also clear that Λpub(DU ) is exactly equal to the distribution of joint views v
of the protocol Π = (A,B), so since Π satisfies (1− α)-accuracy and γ-secrecy, it must be the case
that either

Pv←RΛpub(DU )

[
outBpub

(v) = outApub
(v)
]
− Pv←RΛpri(DU )

[
outBpri

(v) = outApri
(v)
]
≥ 1− α− γ

2
, (2)

or

Pv←RΛpri(DU )

[
E(trans(v)) = outApri

(v)
]
− Pv←RΛpub(DU )

[
E(trans(v)) = outApub

(v)
]
≥ 1− α− γ

2
.

(3)
In particular, the second term in (2) and the first term in (3) are equal, and the remaining two terms
must differ by at least 1−α−γ by (1−α)-accuracy and γ-secrecy. Moreover, if (3) holds, then we may
consider the protocols Λ′pri := (A′pri,B

′
pri),Λ

′
pub := (A′pub,B

′
pub), where Λ′pri,Λ

′
pub are exactly identical

to Λpri,Λpub, respectively, except for the fact that B′pri and B′pub output ¬E(trans(v)) ∈ {0, 1} as
the shared key, where v is the joint view from either the private or public randomness protocol,
respectively. Then it follows directly from (3) that

Pv←RΛpub(DU )

[
outB′pub(v) = outA′pub(v)

]
− Pv←RΛpri(DU )

[
outB′pri(v) = outA′pri(v)

]
≥ 1− α− γ

2
,

which is exactly (2) for protocols Λ′pri,Λ
′
pub. Therefore we may assume without loss that (2) holds.

Next, recall that a joint view v in the support of Λpub has the form v = (X , rA,Y, rB, rP), of
which the transcript and outputs are deterministic functions. Write X (v) = X ,Y(v) = Y for the
inputs corresponding to joint view v, and let, for 0 ≤ i ≤ `,

Accpub(i) := Pv←RΛpub(DU )

[
outBpub

(v) = outApub
(v)||X (v) ∩ Y(v)| = i

]
be the probability of agreement conditioned on an intersection size of i. We then have the following
lemma, which follows from (2).

Lemma 3.3. There is an integer 0 < u < 4`2

|S|·(1−α−γ) such that

max {Accpri(u)−Accpri(u− 1),Accpub(u)−Accpub(u− 1)} ≥ (1− α− γ)2|S|
32`2

.

We refer the reader to [4] for the details of the proof of Lemma 3.3, but note here that it
follows from Markov’s inequality, basic rules of probability, and the fact that Accpub(0) = Accpri(0)
since both the public and private coin protocols have the same distribution when there are no
intersections in the queries of A,B. Assuming the proof of the above lemma, we continue with the
proof. We may assume without loss that the first term Accpri(u) − Accpri(u) in the above is the
maximum; the proof for the other case (i.e. public randomness) is nearly identical. We now claim
that the following protocol Πdisj = (Adisj ,Bdisj) solves set-disjointness with error at most ε, for
some ε > 0

1. Adisj ,Bdisj receive as inputs X ,Y ⊂ [`], such that |X | = |Y| = `/4 and |X ∩ Y| ∈ {0, 1}.

2. Set k = 213`4 log(1/ε)
|S|2(1−α−γ)4

. For k iterations 1 ≤ j ≤ k, Adisj ,Bdisj perform the following interaction:
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(a) Adisj ,Bdisj simulate the interaction of Apri,Bpri respectively on inputs σj(X ′), σj(Y ′),
where σ1, . . . , σk are uniformly independent permutations of [`], and

X ′ = X ∪ {`+ 1, . . . , `+ u− 1} ∪ {2`+ 1, . . . , 3`− `/4− u+ 1},

and where Y ′ is defined similarly with respect to Y.

(b) Bdisj sends the output of this protocol outBdisj
to Adisj , which increments a counter C

if their outputs are equal (i.e. outBdisj
= outAdisj

).

3. Adisj produces the output of the overall protocol, which is 1
[
C
k >

Accpri(u)+Accpri(u−1)
2

]
.

Assume next that |S| > 3`
1−α−γ (we will see below that assuming this is without loss), meaning

that by Lemma 3.3, u ≤ 3`/4, so that |X ′| = |Y ′| = `. Since the σj are independent and uniform
permutations in S`, the probability that outAdisj

= outBdisj
on each inner iteration of the above

protocol is Accpri(|X ′ ∩ Y ′|). By the Chernoff bound, it follows that

P
[∣∣∣∣Ck −Accpri(|X ′ ∩ Y ′|)

∣∣∣∣ > (1− α− γ)2|S|
27`2

]
< ε, (4)

by our choice of k ≥ dlog(1/ε)/2 · (27)`2)2

(1−α−γ)4|S|2 e above.

Now, suppose that X ,Y are in the support of Ddisj ; this means that |X ∩ Y| ∈ {0, 1}. Also
note that |X ′ ∩Y ′| = |X ∩Y|+u− 1. Then Πdisj obtains the correct answer on inputs X ,Y for set
disjointness if and only if∣∣∣∣Accpri(u− 1 + |X ∩ Y|)− C

k

∣∣∣∣ < Accpri(u) + Accpri(u− 1)

4
.

By (4) and Lemma 3.3, this has probability at least 1 − ε of happening, for each pair (X ,Y).
Therefore, the success probability of Πdisj is at least 1− ε on the distribution Ddisj . Moreover, its
communication complexity is O(k ·CC(Λpri)) = O(k ·CC(Π)). But by the choice of Ddisj we must
have that this quantity is Ω(`), meaning that

CC(Π) ≥ Ω(`/k) = Ω

(
|S|2(1− α− γ)4

`3 log(1/ε)

)
.

Since an E that can query all of H(S) can guess the key with probability 1 − α by simulating
A (conditioned on the transcript and the values of H(S)), we must have that q < |S| as long as

γ < 1− α, meaning that in a (q, α, γ)-secure protocol Π, CC(Π) ≥ Ω
(

(1−α−γ)4q2

`3

)
.

Note that this argument does not work for general non-adaptive protocols since in general, the
probability of a pair of sets (X ,Y) being the pair that is queried by A,B, does not only depend on
|X ∩ Y|, i.e. it may depend on particular elements in X or Y. Therefore, given input sets X ,Y for
set-disjointness, it is not simple to create independent samples X ′,Y ′ of sets that can be queries of
A,B, where |X ′ ∩ Y ′| is related to |X ∩ Y| in some easily controllable way.
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3.2 Non-adaptive protocols

For non-adaptive protocols in general, [4] proves a lower bound on the communication complexity
of 2-round protocols, that is, protocols in which A sends B a message, then B sends A a message,
and then A,B produce outA, outB, respectively. They consider oracle families Hn, consisting of the
set of all functions H : {0, 1}n → {0, 1}n:

Theorem 3.4 (Haitner et al. [4]). For any n ∈ N, if Π is a 2-message non-adaptive `-query protocol

that is (q, α, γ)-secure, then CC(Π) ≥ Ω
(

(1−α−γ)2q
`

)
.

Proof. The proof proceeds via the construction of an E which is similar to the E used in [2], which
queries all elements of S = {0, 1}n which have high conditional probability of being in either X ,Y,
the sets of queries made by A,B, respectively. The difference is that the probability cutoff above
which E queries elements is proportional to 1/CC(Π) as opposed to 1/`, since the goal is to prove
communication complexity lower bounds, rather than lower bounds on the number of queries A,B
need to make to guarantee a given level of security.

Let DA,DB be the distribution of queries X ,Y ⊂ {0, 1}n made by A,B respectively.

1. Given query access to an oracle h, a parameter δ := 4`/q, and a transcript m = (m1,m2), E
behaves as follows. Here we use H to denote a random variable H ←R Hn, and h to denote a
particular draw of this random variable; the same notation is used for the transcript (M1,M2)
in relation to the particular messages (m1,m2).

2. E queries H on all elements in E0 ∪ E1, where

E0 = {x ∈ {0, 1}n : P[x ∈ X ∪ Y] ≥ δ}
E1 = {x ∈ {0, 1}n : P[x ∈ X ∪ Y|M1 = m1, H|E0 = h|E0 ] ≥ δ} ,

where the above probabilities are taken with respect to (X ,Y)←R DA⊗DB, where ⊗ denotes
a product distribution. Where necessary we will write E0(Π), E1(Π) to emphasize dependence
on the protocol Π.

3. E then outputs a random sample k ←R outB|M=m,H|E0∪E1=hE0∪ME1
by simulating B condi-

tioned on her queries to h and the transcript.

By γ-secrecy of the original protocol Π, there must exist some function h̃ : E0 → {0, 1}n such that if

Hh̃n denotes the set of all h ∈ H such that h|E0 = h̃, the protocol ΠH
h̃
n , where the oracle is chosen as

H ←R Hh̃n, is (q− |E0|, α, γ)-secure. Indeed, if no such h̃ existed, then we would have the following
attacker E0 for the original protocol Π: E0 first queries E0, receiving responses consistent with some

function ĥ : E0 → {0, 1}n. E0 then simulates an attacker for the protocol ΠH
ĥ
n , which we have

assumed not to be (q− |E0|, α, γ)-secure. Note that in the protocol ΠH
h̃
n , A,B do not need to query

H|E0 , meaning that E0(Π′) = ∅.
Next, in any `-query (q, α, γ)-secure protocol Π, consider the protocol Π′ = (A′,B′) where A′,B′

are the same as A,B, respectively, except for the following differences:

• B′ makes one additional uniform query Y`+1 that is independent of all other queries.

• B′ appends the bit b := outB⊕ (Y`+1)1 (i.e. the first bit of the last query Y`+1) to the message
M2.
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• B′ sets outB
′

= (Y`+1)1.

• A′ sets outA
′

= b⊕ outA.

Clearly the protocol Π′ has the same success probability for each H ∈ Hn as does Π. It is also
γ-secure since an adversary E which satisfies Pv←R(Π′)H ,H←RHn

[E(trans(v)) = outA′(v)] can be
converted into an adversary E for Π by drawing b ←R {0, 1} uniformly at random, simulating E
using this bit as the additional message bit in the protocol Π, and outputting b⊕ outE, where outE
denotes the output of E.

By the two paragraphs above, we can convert an `-query, c-communication, (q, α, γ)-secure
protocol Π into an (` + 1)-query, (c + 1)-communication, (q − |E0(Π)|, α, γ)-secure protocol Π′,
which satisfies E0(Π′) = ∅ and the first bit of the last query of B′ is equal to outB′ .

Next, from the point of view of E, the distribution of the sets (X , H(X )) and Y are “almost
independent”. Formally, we have the following. Let vE = (M,H(E1)) be the random variable
representing the view of E in execution of the protocol Π, and let ΠH

E be the distribution of vE,
where H ←R Hn. (Recall that we may assume that E0 = ∅.) For distributions D1,D2, let ∆(D1,D2)
be the statistical distance between D1,D2. Moreover, given random variables Z,W , we let D(Z)
be the distribution taken by Z, and for a specific value w in the sample space of W , let D(Z|w) be
the distribution of Z conditioned on the event W = w. Then:

Lemma 3.5. We have

EH←RHn,vE←RΠH
E

[∆(D(X , H(X ),Y|vE),D(X , H(X )|vE)⊗D(Y|vE))] ≤ 25
√
δ · (CC(Π) + 5).

As the proof of Lemma 3.5 is quite tedious and is unlikely to extend (without significant mod-
ifications) to non-adaptive protocols with more than 2 rounds, we omit the proof here; the reader
is referred to [4] (and the appendix therein) for details.

Assuming Lemma 3.5, we complete the proof of the theorem. We first claim that for the value
δ = 4`/q chosen above, E does not make more than q queries (for the original protocol Π, as
opposed to the modified protocol discussed in the above paragraphs). We will then show that if the
communication of the protocol Π is too low, then E can recover outA with probability higher than
γ. To see our first claim, note that |E0| ≤ |X ∪ Y|/δ ≤ 2`/(4`/q) = q/2 since both |X | = |Y| = `.
The same argument applies to |E1| for all values of m1 and h|E0 , meaning that |E0 ∪ E1| ≤ q with
probability 1, as desired.

Since we have assumed that outB is the first bit of Y`+1, it is a deterministic function of Y.
Similarly, conditioned on vE = (M1,M2, H(E1)), outA is a deterministic function of X , H(X ), and
rA. Then using the data processing inequality for statistical distance as well as the fact that
conditioned on vE, E produces outE by sampling outB|vE independently,

1− α− γ ≤ EH←RHn,vE←RΠH
E

[|P[outA = outB|vE]− P[outA = outE|vE]|]
≤ EH←RHn,vE←RΠH

E
[∆(D(outA, outB|vE),D(outA|vE)⊗D(outB|vE))]

≤ EH←RHn,vE←RΠH
E

[∆(D(X , H(X ), outB|vE),D(X , H(X )|vE)⊗D(outB|vE))]

≤ EH←RHn,vE←RΠH
E

[∆(D(X , H(X ),Y|vE),D(X , H(X )|vE)⊗D(Y|vE))]

≤ 25
√
δ(CC(Π) + 5),

where we have used α-accuracy and γ-security in the first inequality, and Lemma 3.5 in the last
inequality. Recalling that δ = 4`/q, this immediately implies the desired lower bound on CC(Π).
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4 Observations, further questions

In light of Merkle’s puzzles, both Theorems 3.2 and 3.4 prove bounds on the communication com-
plexity of key-agreement protocols that are tight when q = δ·`2 for sufficiently small δ. In particular,
note that Merkle’s puzzles are a 2-round uniform protocol, so the hypotheses of both theorems ap-
ply. However, it is natural to ask whether they are tight for lower levels of security, i.e. ` < q � `2.
In fact, Thereom 3.2 is definitely not tight for 2-round uniform protocols for q in this range, in light
of Theorem 3.4, as

(1− α− γ)2q

`
� (1− α− γ)4q2

`3
,

if we hold α, γ constant and let `, q →∞ with ` < q � `2.
We do have, however, the following 2-round, uniform-queries protocol generalizing Merkle’s

puzzles, which achieves Θ(q/l) communication, showing that Theorem 3.4 is tight (at least for
2-round protocols). We use the same notation as in Section 2.3.

1. Let t, λ be parameters (describing the communication/security tradeoff, as we describe further
below).

2. A chooses x1, . . . , xcλ
√
t ∈ [λ2] uniformly at random, and sets ai = H(xi), 1 ≤ i ≤ cλ. A then

sends B the set TA := {ai : 0 ≤ ai < 2m/t}, where strings a ∈ {0, 1}m are interpreted as
base-2 integers in {0, . . . , 2m − 1}. If the size of this set is greater than c′′cλ/

√
t, for some

large constant c′′ to be specified below, then A instead aborts the protocol with ⊥A.

3. B choose y1, . . . , ycλ
√
t ∈ [λ2] uniformly at random, and sets bi = H(yi), 1 ≤ i ≤ cλ. B then

sends A the set TB := {bi : 0 ≤ bi < 2m/t}. If the size of this set is greater than c′′cλ/
√
t,

then B instead aborts the protocol with ⊥B.

4. A then picks j as small as possible so that aj ∈ TA, and there is b ∈ TB such that b = aj . If
such a j does not exist, then A halts without output ⊥A. If such a j does exist, then A sends
outA = xj .

5. B similarly picks j as small as possible such that bj ∈ TB and there is a ∈ TA such that bj = a
(halting with ⊥B if j does not exist). B then sets outB = yj .

The following is now straightforward:

Proposition 4.1. For sufficiently large c, c′, and 0 < δ < 1/2, the above protocol is a cλ
√
t-query,

(δλ2, 0.01,Θ(δ))-secure key agreement protocol with communication bounded by O(λ/
√
t).

For fixed δ, if we let q = δλ2 and ` = λ
√
t, then the communication is Θ(q/`), which holds (in

particular) for ` < q � `2, as can be obtained by varying t. This shows tightness of the bound of
Theorem 3.4.

Proof of Proposition 4.1. First, it is evident by construction of the protocol that the communication
is at most 2c′′cλ/t. As is the case for Merkle’s puzles, if 2m > c′λ4, then H(1), . . . ,H(λ2) are
distinct with probability at least 1− 1

c′ , so with all but probability 1/c′, the existence of j, j′ such
that aj = bj′ implies that xj = yj′ .

Next we upper bound the probability that ether A cannot find j in step 3 or B cannot find j
in step 4 of the above protocol. The proof is very similar to that for Merkle’s puzzles: let Zjj′
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denote the indicator that xj = yj′ and that H(xj) < 2m/t. Assuming that t is a power of 2 for
simplicity, note that E[Zjj′ ] = 1

λ2
· 1
t . Now let Z =

∑
j,j′ Zjj′ denote the number of pairs (j, j′) such

that xj = yj′ and H(xj) = H(yj′) < 2m/t, which is certainly a lower bound on the number of pairs
(j, j′) such that aj = bj′ < 2m/t. Then

E[Z] =
∑
j,j′

E[Zjj′ ] = (cλ
√
t)2 · 1

tλ2
= c2.

Similarly, by the same calculation as in Section 2.3, replacing λ with λ
√
t gives that Var[Z] ≤ 3c2

as long as λ
√
t ≥ c. Then Chebyshev’s inequality gives us that P[Z ≥ 1] ≥ 1− 16/c2.

Next we upper bound the probability that either A or B aborts because either |TA| > c′′cλ/
√
t

or |TB| > c′′cλ/
√
t, respectively. For A, since the probability that any given xi ∈ TA is 1/t,

E[|TA|] = cλ/
√
t, so this probability is

P[|TA| > c′′cλ/
√
t] < exp(−(c′′ − 1)/3),

as long as cλ/
√
t > 1, by the Chernoff bound. The same probability holds for TB.

Assuming that H is injective on [λ2] and that A,B do not abort in any of the ways described
and bounded above, the protocol is successful; so, the probability of success is at least

1− 1

c′
− 16

c2
− 2 exp(−(c′′ − 1)/3),

which can be made arbitrarily close to 1 (i.e. greater than 0.99) by choosing c, c′, c′′ to be sufficiently
large.

Finally, conditioned on success of the protocol and the transcript, the key outA = outB is
uniformly random in [λ2], so an attacker with δλ2 queries can recover the key with probability
Θ(δ). Note that there are a few additional details needed to make this rigorous: namely, we
must show that even if the attacker E makes a query x such that H(x) is among the messages
sent in the transcript, then E will learn little. This can be accomplished by noting that by a
symmetry argument, for any S ⊂ [λ2], such that if j, j′ is the lexicographically smallest pair with
aj ∈MA, bj′ ∈MB, aj = bj′ 6∈ H(S), the distribution of outA conditioned on MA,MB, (S, H(S)) is
uniform on [λ2]\S. That is, for such sets S,

H(outA|MA,MB, (S, H(S))) = log(λ2 − |S|).

The proof now follows by induction on the number of queries made by the attacker. Suppose
the attacker E has already made ν queries, ν ≥ 0, and that the queries are denoted by some set
Sν ⊂ [λ2], |Sν | ≤ ν. Let xν+1 denote the next query of E. Then

P[H(xν+1) = aj |MA,MB, (Sν , H(Sν))] ≤ 1

λ2 − |S|
≤ 1/(λ2 − ν),

where aj = H(outA) is as defined above (as a function of MA,MB). If xν+1 6= aj , then we set
Sν+1 = Sν ∪ {xν} and repeat the same argument. Using the union bound, the probability that
H(xν+1) 6= aj at each query ν of the attacker, where the attacker makes a total of q = δ ·λ2 queries
is then bounded above by

δλ2 · 2

λ2
= δ/2,
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where we assumed that δ < 1/2. Since we can assume without loss of generality that the attacker’s
last query is equal to its output (by increasing q by 1), this completes the proof of security of the
protocol.

The following seems to be true:

Conjecture 4.2. If Π = (A,B) is an `-query aided protocol relative to Hn that is (q, α, γ) secure,

then CC(Π) ≥ Ω
(
poly(1−α−γ)q

`

)
.

Obviously, the above is not even known yet for non-adaptive protocols of more than 2 rounds,
and trying to solve it for simpler cases (e.g. non-adaptive protocols of 3 rounds, or even all uniform-
query protocols) is a natural next step.
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